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The Game Developer Index analyzes the activities of Swedish game developers, 
as well as international trends, throughout the year by compiling the annual 
accounts of the companies. Swedish game development is an export industry 
operating in a highly globalized market. The gaming business has grown from a 
hobby of enthusiasts to a world-wide industry with cultural and economic 
significance. The Game Developer Index 2015 summarizes the reports of the 
latest financial year. The summary in brief:

• Turnover of Swedish game developers increased by 35 percent to EUR 930 
   million in 2014.

• The majority of the companies are profitable and the industry has reported a        
   total profit for six years running.

• Employment increased by 23 percent, or 583 full-time positions, to a total of   
  3,117 employees.

• The proportion of women increased by 39 percent, compared with 17 percent for 
   men.

• The compound annual growth rate (CAGR) in the period 2006-2014 is 39 
   percent.

• Forty-three new companies have been added, which amounts to 213 active  
  companies - an increase of 25 percent.

• The total value, including acquisitions, of Swedish game developers was over   
  EUR 2.75 billion in 2014.

• Game development is a growth industry; more than half of the companies were 
  registered after 2010. The games are often launched directly in an international     
  marketplace, which also results in a global labor market. The largest companies  
  are multicultural and it is not unusual for them to have employees representing  
  over 30 different nationalities.

• Swedish game developers are characterized by diversity and quality. Sweden  
  has world-leading developers within AAA, digital distribution, casual games, 
  mobile games and specialized subcontractors.
  
Everything points to continued growth for Swedish game development in 2015. 
The biggest challenges are questions surrounding access to capital, access to 
competence and laws and regulations around digital markets that are out of step 
with the development of the market.

Summary
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Digital building blocks 
fetched a higher price than 
the crown jewel of Swedish 
industrialism

“

King’s offices on Sveavägen in Stockholm
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When does something cease to be a boom and start being expected? 
Swedish games have often been described as booming and for good 

reasons. Between 2012 and 2014 turnover increased 800%, so ”boom” is le mot 
juste. But with an annual turnover approaching EUR 1 billion, video games are no 
longer an unusual phenomenon creating surprising headlines, but part of the 
national economy. Several thousand people are active in games development, 
even more in related activities. Unlike many companies in other fast-growing 
digital sectors, Swedish game developers contribute considerable tax revenues to 
the public treasury. But the question remains: When is it time to stop talking about 
a ”boom” and instead see games as an important part of the national economy?

The Game Developer Index 2015 includes much good news. Apart from 
continued strong growth and increased employment, the number of women 
among the employees continues to grow. Although still at modest levels, the 
number of women employed has increased fivefold since 2010 so the tendency is 
strong. Largely as a consequence of a concerted effort by the 
companies, but it is also an expression of video games no longer being a male 
domain - if that was ever the case. Today, gaming is for everyone, and that shows 
in the employment statistics too.

Big news is that investments have increased significantly. Beyond the publisher 
commissions and parent company investments that have long formed the majority 
of investments. In 2014 there were large investments on the stock market and in 
the form of strategic acquisitions. A pattern from previous years is that 
technology companies are bought up by international operators and the latest 
example is Canadian Autodesk acquiring the 3D engine developer Bitsquid in 
2014. This is the type of deal that has happened on an almost annual basis. Last 
year game developers were also the subject of strategic acquisitions, the mobile 
game developer Free Lunch Design in Gothenburg, bought by British Palringo, as 
well as the spectacular acquisition by Microsoft of the Minecraft developer 
Mojang last fall, with a price tag of USD 2.5 billion. Compare that with another 
talked about merger: the acquisition of Volvo Car Corporation by Chinese Geely at 
a value of USD 1.8 billion. It has to be said: digital building blocks fetched a higher 
price than the crown jewel of Swedish industrialism. The Volvo deal was struck in 
2010. Mojang was founded in 2011.

Investments on the stock market also increased. The Candy Crush developer 
King was listed on the New York Stock Exchange last spring and has at the time of 
writing a market value of USD 4.35 billion. On the home front, Starbreeze’s 
sensational growth on First North has now reached approximately SEK 3 billion, 
and is noted to have increased market value three-fold since summer 2014. 
Venture Capital also shows an uplift and interest in video games as illustrated by 
Creandum’s USD 8.4 million investment in the Uppsala based tools 
developer Hansoft. In August it was reported that Google Ventures had invested 
EUR 5 million in the virtual reality start-up Resolution Games, together with 
Creandum, among others.

Many top companies were sold but it is worth noting that most of the investments 
and acquisitions were made by foreign operators. That means that Swedish 
financial speculators and investors lose out on big shares of the spectacular 
developments in video games. This is something that requires attention as many 
game developers are in need of capital. The Swedish Games Industry report 
Game Developmer Index is an attempt to start overcoming that divide.

Stockholm, 1 september 2015
Per Strömbäck, Spokesperson 
Swedish Games Industry

Preface



Ten years ago in Sweden there were barely 800 people employed in game development. The 
industry had a turnover of EUR 69 million. Since then, Swedish game developers have broken 
through internationally and in turn the world has taken to developers in Sweden. In 2014 
Swedish games exports managed EUR 930 million in earnings, up 35 percent, and fully in line 
with the sensational compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 39 percent. Swedish game 
development is a phenomenon that in less than a decade has gone from a marginal 
entertainment industry to Sweden’s biggest cultural export - ever. Upwards of one in ten people 
has at one point or another played a Swedish game.

In 2014, the industry has created over 500 full-time positions, 40 new companies and numer-
ous game experiences. Employment increased by 23 percent which means 583 new full-time 
positions. Average earnings per employee is EUR 298 000.

Mojang wrote Swedish corporate history in 2014 when the founders sold the company to 
Microsoft for EUR 1.9 billion. With this sale, Mojang has transferred to Microsoft’s reporting 
period and the balance sheet for 2014 has been extended to the summer of 2015. As a 
consequence, the 2014 accounts for Mojang are unfortunately not included in this report. For 
this reason we use the 2013 earnings of EUR 243 million in Game Developer Index 2015.

King continues to impress and is 
now Sweden’s biggest game 
developer (in terms of turnover). 
The mainstream economy also 
enjoys the benefits of this success; 
and combined Mojang and King 
have paid over EUR 74 million in 
2014 in corporate tax. Although 
differing individually as 
companies, the monetary success 
of King, DICE and Mojang means 
they can now justifiably be termed 
“giants” – something of a first for 
the Swedish games industry.

Similarly, it’s impossible to say 
which kind of game company is 
the most important. If one looks 
at the history of Swedish game 
development, one can see that 
success runs through the cycle of 
start-ups, indie developers, mid- 
and large-sized companies. This 
robust interlinking creates the 
basis for smaller developers to 
prosper, and for a connection 
between incubators, universities, 
a DIY attitude and global 

objectives to grow. Some of the 
world’s foremost independent 
developers can be found in 
Sweden, along with some of the 
world’s biggest developers and 
a growing number of innovative 
companies in-between.  More 

often than not, these companies 
co-operate, exchange information 
and meet informally.

It is clear that Swedish game 
developers, big and small, inspire 
a lot of confidence among the 
commissioners, the publishers 
and not least the players. In 2015, 
Sweden was voted the foremost 
country in games development for 

the second year running, by 
journalists and industry colleagues 
(European State of the Industry 
Survey).

Is the Swedish game industry a 
bubble? The answer is a 
resounding ‘no’. The growth in the 
Swedish market is driven by real 
consumers in a global market, not 
speculations hedged on future 
profits. In fact, the ratio of venture 
capital is low compared to the 
achievements of the companies. 
Games are adaptable to new 
technology and new platforms. Not 
even recessions or financial 
crises have significantly affected 
the business – in line with other 
types of entertainment. The 
expectations in the games 
industry are usually realistic, often 
underestimated.

The total value, including 
acquisitions, of Swedish game 
developers was over EUR 2.75 
billion in 2014.

Turnover & Profit
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KEY FIGURES 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010

No. of Companies 213 (25+%) 170 (+17%) 145 (+24%) 117 (+10%) 106 (+5%)

Turnover (M€) 930 (+35%) 688 (+76%) 391 (+60%) 244 (+96%) 124 (+22%)

T.O/Employee (T€) 298 (+10%) 272 (+37%) 198 (+23%) 161 (+56%) 103 (+12%)

Profit (M€) 353 (+35%) 261 (+635%) 36 (+164%) 13 (+747%) 1.6 (-59%)

Employees 3117 (+23%) 2534 (+29%) 1967 (+30%) 1512 (+26%) 1203 (+9%)

Men 2565 (82%) 2128 (84%) 1674 (85%) 1300 (86%) 1082 (90%)

Women 563 (18%) 405 (16%) 293 (15%) 212 (14%) 121 (10%)

TURNOVER (100 Million €) Employees

39%
Is the Industry’s compound 
annual growth rate since 2006

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Ruzzle Adventure, MAG interactive
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DICE develops Star Wars 
Battlefront in Stockholm. 
Their graphics engine 
Frostbite can also be found 
in games such as Dragon 
Age: Inquisition



New Empolyment

Number of Companies

New employees increased by 23 percent, or 583 full-time positions. 
Newly established companies represent almost 100 of these jobs.  

As usual, number of employees is calculated as an average number of 
employees from the companies’ annual reports and in reality many more 
people were active in game development during the year.  Many are acting 
as freelance consultants to Swedish game developers but are not visible as 
employees in the annual reports. Taking this into account, the actual 
number should be at least 15 percent higher, resulting in a total of 
3585 employed.

In addition to the spectacular continued growth, the 
high number of new established companies is notice-
able in this year’s report. More than 40 new 
companies were registered in 2014 and over 30 
companies were founded but have not yet presented 
their annual accounts. A steadily growing 
entrepreneurship shows a distinct maturity in the 
industry and produces results in the form of 
enterprise, employment and experience. That some 
of these companies will soon enter profit is no wild 
prediction. Crackshell, with the indie success 
Hammerwatch, is a good example of a company that 
has been successful from the outset and is set to 
record prosperous results.

For reporting reasons, Game Developer Index only 
includes limited companies in its selection, but if 
other forms of games developers - such as trading 
and private companies - are included, there are at 
least half as many more. That is significantly more 
than neighboring Finland, who have had similar 
success as Sweden, but whose success is 
concentrated in fewer companies.

Larger organizations proliferate within Swedish game 
development and many of the largest companies 
have subsidiaries both in Sweden and abroad. Thus 
additional 20 or so companies must be added to the 
total number.
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As in 2013, the number of female 
employees increased by 38 
percent, compared with 17 percent 
for males (27 percent in 2013). 
A long-term disparity in these 
numbers is required to have a 
more even distribution between 
the sexes throughout the industry.

As well as the long term efforts 
to attract more women to game 
development, gender equality is 
as important in the games 
industry as in the rest of society, 
since it is about securing the best 
competence and increasing the 
consumer target groups. Women 
in the games industry can mainly 
be found in the mid- to large-sized 
companies, and a clear challenge 
is for smaller companies and start-

ups to include female game 
developers from company 
inception, as well as encouraging 
women to establish new studios.  
It is principally the largest 
companies, working with mobile 
games that employ the greatest 
number of women.

Game development is still a 
young industry. The games are 
often launched directly into an 
international market, which also 
creates a global labor market. The 
largest companies are multi-
cultural and over 30 nationalities 
in one company are not unusual. 
Equality also concerns culture, 
sexuality, identity, age and level of 
function.  This goes for both 
companies and game content.

A natural consequence of a growing entrepreneur-
ship is more companies that initially earn less than 
EUR 100 000. The number smaller sized companies 
increased by 30 percent. The number of mid-sized 
companies with a turnover of EUR 1-5 million is 
almost unchanged, but the number of large 
companies with a turnover of over EUR 5 million has 
grown by 19 percent.  For more information about the 
largest companies, see Biggest Players, page 12. 
 A total of 19 companies recorded zero earnings.

As with turnover per company, emerging smaller 
scale enterprises stand out in the data. There are 30 
additional companies with 0-4 employees. 

Companies with 5-10 employees are on the up too. 
An explosive growth of smaller entrepreneurs shows 
that there is space in the industry for an economic-
ally comfortable business without necessarily 
pursuing ambitions to be a world-famous developer 
with large-scale contracts. This kind of smaller 
company is everywhere in Sweden since a smaller 
business has less need to be close to the interfaces 
that exist in the larger game developer clusters in 
Sweden.  Smaller companies can often create and 
earn a living from local ecosystems. For more 
information on geographical distribution, please see 
the Game Developer Map, page 15. Six companies 
employ more than 100 people each.
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Tarsier Studios are 
currently working on 

Hunger, partially financed 
by the EU program 

Creative Europe



In one week, Angry 
Birds 2 had been installed 
more than 20 million times

Rovio’s offices in Stockholm



BIGGEST PLAYERS Turnover M€

1. King 361

2. Mojang 219*

3. DICE 84

4. Avalanche 27

5. Starbreeze 24

BIGGEST PLAYERS Employees

1. DICE 560

2. King 370

3. Massive 273

4. Avalanche 235

5. G5 Entertainment 193

Despite massive growth, the five largest 
companies’ share of both turnover and employees is 
almost identical to the 2013 figure (77 percent). This 
signifies a width of vigorous companies.  Looking at 
the top 5 in earlier reports, it is clear that, with the 
exception DICE,  it is not the same companies 
holding the top positions – proof of Sweden’s many 

successful game developers. In other words, remove 
the five largest and five smallest companies and the 
industry is still growing by 35 percent.

*Once again, it should be pointed out that the 
numbers for Mojang are from 2013.

Swedish game development continues to cover a 
wide spectrum. Both PC and mobile game 
development, the two most popular platforms, are 
growing stronger without any real effect on other 
distribution channels.

The gaming industry is not as platform-bound as it 
used to be, however. The launch of new consoles in 
2013-2014 has had a relatively small influence on the 
Swedish developers.  Instead, it becomes another 
form of digital shop window for an audience with lots 
of spending power. More games can be efficiently 

converted to different formats and it is principally 
the AAA-games that depended on a strong console 
market. The question is where to find your particular 
audience these days. There is often more than one 
answer.

The diagram below gives a general view of the 
distribution platforms that developers are working 
with, by looking at what the developers have worked 
on recently and what they are working on right now. 
A developer can fall into two or more categories if 
they have focused on several different formats.

Distribution Platforms

PC: 27%

Console: 9%

Mobile: 43%

Online: 10%

Serious Games: 5%

Specialized Subcontractors*: 18%

*Specialized subcontractors include middleware, 
tools and consulting services
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TITLE DEVELOPER METASCORE FORMAT  YEAR

Space Marshals Pixelbite 82 iOS 2015

Helldivers Arrowhead 81 PS4 2015

Does Not Commute Mediocre 87 iOS 2014

Wolfenstein: The New Order MachineGames 81 PC 2014

Candy Crush Soda Saga King 78 iOS 2014

Ruzzle Adventure MAG Interactive 76 iOS 2014

Payday 2 Overkill Software 79 PC 2013

SteamWorld Dig Image & Form 83 WiiU 2014

Year Walk Simogo 87 iOS 2013

Far Cry 3* Ubisoft (with Massive) 91 XB 360 2013

Sanctum 2 Coffee Stain Studios 78 PC 2013

Brothers: A Tale of Two Sons Starbreeze Studios 86 XB 360 2013

Europa Universalis IV Paradox Interactive 85 PC 2013

Knytt Undergound Nifflas 79 iOS 2012

Crusader Kings II Paradox Interactive 82 PC 2012

Unmechanical Talawa Games 78 iOS 2012

Syndicate Starbreeze Studios 75 PS3 2012

LittleBigPlanet Vita Tarsier Studios 88 Vita 2012

Hotline Miami Dennaton Games 86 PS3 2012 

NightSky Nifflas 86 iOS 2011

Bloodline Champions Stunlock Studios 79 PC 2011

Anthill Image & Form 82 iOS 2011

Renegade Ops Avalanche Studios 81  XB 360           2011

Payday: The Heist Overkill Studios 76 PC 2011

Minecraft Mojang 93 PC 2011

Battlefield 3 DICE 89 PC 2011

Magicka Arrowhead 74 PC 2011

Hamilton’s Great Adventure Fatshark 77 PC 2011

Ilomilo Southend Interactive 81 XB 360 2010

Amnesia: The Dark Descent Frictional Games 85 PC 2010

Battlefield: Bad Company 2 DICE 88 PS3 2010

Just Cause 2 Avalanche Studios 84 PC 2010

                 Metascore in this report are quoted as of September 5th, 2015. For a list of which media are included 

                  and a description of how the average is calculated, please visit www.metacritic.com

Games developed in Sweden are not only noteworthy on 
account of their high sales figures; but several titles have 
received great reviews over the years, from the international 
gaming media. The ratings database Metacritic functions as 
a standardized benchmark of the qualities of a game. It col-
lects ratings from a multitude of media and publications in 
many different countries. Unlike a traditional average score, 

Metacritic applies weighting to the collected ratings, 
meaning some media have bigger influence on the 
published meta-score. Below, a selection of Swedish games 
from 2010 and later. It is important to point out that casual 
games, mobile games and several titles for digital 
distribution are still underrepresented in Metacritic’s 
database.

Reviews
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The Swedish domestic market had revenues of 
approximately EUR 360 million in 2013 (ANGI, Gfk, Super-
Data). This figure does not include expenses for hardware, 
merchandize or various accessories. With export earnings 
of almost 99 percent, Swedish game development is only 
marginally influenced by the domestic market. The Swedish 
audience, however, is knowledgeable, curious, early 
adaptors and frequent players. Over 70 percent of the 
market is completely digitalized, compared with 52 percent 
in the United States. In a coming report, Swedish Games 
Industry will present the digital sales in total.

Stellaris, Paradox Interactive



Game Developer Map

Stockholm: 40%

Gothenburg: 13%

Malmö: 11%

Skövde: 7%

Uppsala: 4%

Karlshamn: 4%

Umeå: 3%

Linköping: 3%

Visby: 2%

Falun: 2%

CLUSTERS, SHARE OF TOTAL COMPANIES
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LARGEST CLUSTERS Employees % of Total Companies % of Total

1. Stockholm 2049 66 87 40

2. Malmö 358 12 23 11

3. Gothenburg 134 4 27 13

4. Skövde 109 4 14 7

5. Uppsala 145 5 9 4

Above is a table showing the largest urban regions 
arranged according to number of employees and 
number of companies. The table goes by the sum of 
the percentage points and does not take the turnover 
of the companies into account. Stockholm includes 
Greater Stockholm and neighboring towns.

Although the majority of the employees are located 
in the capital, there are considerably more 
companies outside Stockholm. Some of the 
Stockholm companies, such as King, Paradox 
Interactive and DICE also have offices in other 
places in Sweden.

COMPANIES IN THE REPORT
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(Companies in italics are not limited companies or have not yet turned in their first annual report and are, 
therefore, not included in the report’s official calculations)

ALVESTA
Wadonk

BORLÄNGE
AE Interactive Studios 
Communisport
Zoikum Games

FALUN
Deadghost Interactive
Kolesterol Cät Interactive
Megafront 
Tension Graphics 
Tenstar

GÖTEBORG
1337 & Senri
1337 Game Design
Bulbsort
Craft Animations 
Creative AI Nordic 
Dawnbreak Studios
Entertainment Products of Sweden
Ghost
Happsan
Hello There 
Image & Form International
Itatake 
IUS Information 
Legendo Entertainment
MindArk
Mindshed
Music Instrument Champ
Nornware
Northcube
Outbreak Studios
Palringo
Pax6 Games
Räven 
Skygoblin
Sleeper Cell
StarHive Studios
Starside
Table Flip Entertainment
WarmBreeze Studios
Zoink

HELSINGBORG
Frictional Games
Monsunta
Pixelbite

KALMAR
Localize Direct

KARLSHAMN
Coastalbyte
Dead Shark Triplepunch
Forgotten Key
Gatling Goat Studios 
Greylight Entertainment
Nemoria Entertainment

Noumenon Games
Redgrim
Stormhatt Studios
The Station Interactive

KOLMÅRDEN
Visual Dreams

KÖPING
LS Entertainment

LIDKÖPING
SimBin

LINKÖPING
Chillbro Studios 
Dorado Games 
Incredible Concepts of Sweden 
Power Challenge 
Rampant Pixels
Simplygon

LULEÅ
Velcro Interactive

LUND
Binary Peak

MALMÖ
Attribite
Ayeware 
Blastdoor Interactive
Custom Red Software Studios
Divine Robot
ExtraLives
Frogsong Studios
Illusion Labs
Imperial Games Studio
Leripa
Mandelform 
Massive Entertainment
Mediocre
Ozma
Planeto
ProCloud
Redikod 
Senri 
Simogo 
Star Vault
Swedish Game Development
Tarsier Studios
The Sleeping Machine
Webbfarbror

MOTALA
Code Club

NORRKÖPING
Goes International
Millenway Development

SALA
Aegik

RONNEBY
Nodbrim Interactive

SKELLEFTEÅ
Twoorb Studios

SKÖVDE
Coffee Stain Studios
Coilworks
Digimundi
Double Zero One Zero
Guru Games
Hörberg Productions
I C YOU
Lockpick Entertainment Sweden
Ludosity
Ludosity Learning
Mandibol Entertainment
Mobile Storytelling
Palindrome Interactive
Paradox South
Pieces Interactive
Piktiv
Pocapp Studios
Sector3 Studios
Stunlock Studios
Tarhead Studio
Thundersword Games
Triolith Entertainment

STOCKHOLM
10 Chambers Collective
Ace Maddox 
Amagumo Games
Arcticmill
Arrowhead Game Studios
A Small Game
A Sweet Studio
Avalanche Studios
Axolot Games
Bajoum 
Bitsquid
Bläck
Bluebit Games
Bumblebee Studios
CasualGames.nu
Codarica
Collecting Smiles 
Crackshell
Daikonsoft
Deadbreed 
DekkoDash
DeNA Sweden
Diffident Games 
DigiArts Entertainment
DICE
eMocial Gaming Ventures 
Expansive Worlds

Fatshark
FEO Media
Filimundus 
Foolish Entertainment
Frojo Apps 
Frosty Elk
Fuffr 
Funrock Development 
G5 Entertainment
Gone North Games 
Goo Technologies
Good Night Brave Warrior
Gro Play Digital 
Gumi Sweden
Hazelight Studios
IMGNRY International
Interactive Productline
Isbit Games
Jirafa
King
King Technology
Landfall Games
LaughLoud:labs 
LeadTurn Gaming 
Light & Dark Arts
Lionbite
Liquid Media
MAG Interactive
Massive Shapes
Might and Delight
Mojang
Morgondag
Movinto Fun
Mute Industries
Nekomata Games
NeCo
Neonode Technologies
Nuday Games
Oxeye Game Studio
Paradox North
Paradox Interactive
Peppy Pals
Pixel Tales
Pixeldiet Entertainment
PlayCom Game Design 
Polarbit
Poppermost Productions
Primus Appus
Quel Solaar
Raketspel
Raw Fury
Resolution Games
Rigid-Soft Studios
RobTop Games
Rovio Sweden
Semionetix
Sensavis
SimWay
Spelagon 
Spelkultur i Sverige 
Star Stable Entertainment 
Starbreeze

Stardoll
Stockholm App Lab
Superpanic
Talawa Games
Tealbit
That Brain
Toadman Interactive
Toca Boca
Tomorroworld
TwifySoft
Visiontrick media
Xpert Eleven

SUNDSVALL
AtomicElbow
Corncrow Games
Ouch Games

TROLLHÄTTAN
Friendbase

UMEÅ
Cassius Creative
Coldwood Interactive
Ice Concept Studios 
Level Eight 
Oryx Simulations
Paradox Arctic
Turborilla
Zordix

UPPSALA
Calm Island Sweden
Doctor Entertainment
Game-Hosting GH
Gaming Corps
Hansoft
Immortal Games
MachineGames Sweden
Night Node
Pikkotekk

VISBY
Braindust
Meow Entertainment
Pixel Ferrets
Storm Potion
Three Gates
Tiny Office

VÄXJÖ
Mabozo

ÅTVIDABERG
Martin Magni

ÖREBRO
Freshly Squeezed
Stormbound



Just Cause 3 which will be re-
leased by Square Enix. DICE was 
the hub of Electronic Arts’ 
enormous exhibition stands, with 
Star Wars Battlefront, Mirror’s Edge 
Catalyst and not least Frostbite, 
the graphics engine that powers 
the majority of Electronic Arts big 
games. The Gothenburg developer 
Ghost presented a coming Need 
For Speed and the Umeå-based 
company Coldwood Interactive 
became an overnight sensation 
with Unravel, a charming puzzle 
game set in the north of Sweden 
(also the cover image of this 
report). The stock market rocket 
Starbreeze presented new Payday 
2 expansions, announced a future 
game based on the popular comic 

The Walking Dead and showcased 
their own virtual reality venture - 
StarVR. Malmoe-based Massive 
continues work on the enormous-
ly promising The Division, which 
formed a central part of Ubisoft’s 

trade fair presence.  Mojang was 
one of the main attractions during 
Microsoft’s press conference, 
where Minecraft was used as a 
flagship title to market their coming 
VR headset. Each of these 
examples were given their share of 
prestigious awards - not least ’Best 
in Show’ - during the trade fairs. It 

is difficult to compare directly with 
other cultural industries, but one 
can liken it to an Academy Awards 
ceremony where the lion’s share 
of trophies is awarded to Swedish 
films.

Swedish games do not just 
deliver on trade fairs; they are 
part of everyday life globally. FEO 
Media’s Quiz Battle has over 40 
million users and is published in 19 
different languages. The company 
plans several big game releases 
in 2015. MAG Interactive reached 
number one in the word game 
category in 133 countries with the 
game Ruzzle Adventure. It was 
used as an example of excellent 
game design at Apple’s global de-

Swedish game development 
has a bright future ahead of it. If 
nothing unforeseen happens, the 
industry should continue to grow 
according to the average annual 
growth of 30-40 percent.

Already halfway through the 
year 2015 it could be established 
that this would be the industry’s 
best year ever. Both E3 and 
Gamescom - the two largest 
game trade fairs in the world 
– were at times dominated by 
games and technology developed 
in Sweden. Avalanche Studios 
are developing two AAA games 
simultaneously for two different 
commissioners; Mad Max for 
Warner Bros and their own title 

Future

Toca Life: City, Toca Boca
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veloper conference WWDC and 
was selected as one of the best 
games of 2014 in App Store. MAG 
has also expanded internation-
ally with the acquisition of Great 
Britain’s Delinquent. Coffee Stain 
Studios have sold over six million 
copies of Goat Simulator and are 
about to release their Skövde-
colleagues Double Zero One 
Zero’s game The Westport 
Independent. G5 Entertainment 
continues to show strong growth, 
both with their own titles and 
publishing those of others, and 
they have expanded their port-
folio with the acquisition of the 
casual game developer Brave 
Tribe. Zoink has, with its coming 
title Zombie Vikings, taken part in 

Sony’s first Vote to Play (a sales 
promotion campaign) on the 
market place PSN. Image & 
Form are working on SteamWorld 
Heist, a spiritual follow-up to the 
critically acclaimed SteamWorld 
Dig. Mediocre are going strong 
and the company’s two 
employees have followed up the 
mega success Smash Hit with 
the picture perfect traffic game 
Does Not Commute, which has 
already been downloaded more 
than 9 million times. Starbreeze 
goes from strength-to-strength 
and formed a subsidiary in the 
United States. They are also 
running Steam’s biggest gaming 
community with over 1.7 million 
active members. The studio’s 

own promising game entitled 
Kill To Collect.

Bitsquid has become Autodesk 
Stingray following a take-over. 
That has given the previous 
owner Fatshark an injection of 
capital and the company is 
currently working on Warhammer: 
Vermintide. They have also 
developed Bloodsports TV with 
Swedish Toadman Interactive. 
Stunlock Studios is another ex-
ample of what we term a 
mid-sized developer. The 
Skövde-based studio has 
followed Bloodline 
Champions with work on Koch 
Media‘s MOBA game Dead 
Island: Epidemic.

production schedule is packed 
and apart from The Walking 
Dead they are working on a 
game based on John Wick, 
Dead by Deadlight and have a 
hand in the coming toy related 
venture by Geminose. Also 
Storm, a ”Payday-in-space” has 
long been under development. 
Starbreeze aims for the Asian 
market with Payday Mobile 
and are set to release its first 
title as a publisher, Raid: World 
War II by Croatian Lion Game 
Lion. Pieces Interactive 
developed Magicka 2, which 
was launched by Paradox 
Interactive in May 2015. Right 
now the Skövde based 
company is working on their 

Toca Life: City, Toca Boca
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Rovio Sweden has developed Angry Birds 2, the 
follow-up to the global smash Angry Birds. Shortly 
after the launch in July 2015 it had been installed 
over 30 million times, a third of which in China. 
Unlike many mobile games, that are developed 
quickly and are often criticized for plagiarizing and 
being shoddily made (which can actually sometimes 
be positive), Rovio Sweden has been working on 
Angry Birds 2 for two years. The game is a result of 
a deeply rooted technical knowledge in a Swedish 
AAA tradition, which shows that such a market exists 
also for mobile phones. It also benefits the hardware 
manufacturers, who often use games to effectively 
demonstrate new hardware and new functions.

Speaking of mobile games, Toca Boca is a 
sensation that has conquered the kids games world 
and consequently had good financial growth. 
Filimundus also specializes in children’s games and 
after Inventioneers they acquired a taste for own IP’s. 
Meantime the company continues development on 
behalf of Disney. The mobile games market is 
showing impressive growth and Sweden has a 
burgeoning source of skilled companies specializing 
in the format. For instance, Level 8, A Sweet Studio, 
Pixelbite, Raketspel and Palringo just to name a 
few. The Umeå studio Zordix also develops hand-
held games but has focused on Nintendo’s console 
3DS. Stardoll has previously concentrated on web-
based online games but as users move on to mobile 
games, the company has adapted to this demand. 
King grows steadily and will open their third studio, 
this time located in an upmarket location of central 
Stockholm. A common misconception is the mobile 
games market being saturated. On the contrary, the 

huge amount of games released every day onto the 
few available marketplaces is sign that innovation is 
needed beyond the developers’ offices, in the market 
or among distributors.

Tarsier Studios’ PS4 version of Tearaway: Unfolded 
in collaboration with British Media Molecule 
continues apace. The Malmoe-based company has 
also a few projects of their own, such as a beautiful 
and atmospheric gaming experience, partly funded 
by Creative Europe, entitled Hunger. The Station 
Interactive (whose founder previously started Tarsier) 
has ventures with, among others, Media Molecule on 
the game series Little Big Planet.

Star Stable Entertainment is living proof that finding 
one’s niche and succeeding is possible; the studio’s 
online horse game StarStable grows steadily. 
Another company ranking as best in class of 
niches is Paradox Interactive. The studio dominates 
the genre Grand Strategy with games series such as 
Europa Universalis and Hearts of Iron. During 
Gamescom 2015 the Stockholm firm presented 
Stellaris, a kind of Europa Universalis in space. 
Paradox is one of Sweden’s most geographically 
dispersed groups of companies, with offices in 
Stockholm, Skövde and now Umeå.  Over the past 
few years, Paradox has had great success as 
publisher of third party games. One example is the 
much-lauded Pillars of Eternity that recently had its 
first expansion pack, The White March. The success 
of Paradox has meant forecasted growth of almost 
130 percent 2014-2015 and that after already being 
one of Sweden’s biggest game developers in 2014. 
One of the reasons behind the growth is the mega 

Mirror’s Edge Catalyst, DICE
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hit Cities: Skylines, a city building 
game that managed to overtake 
the classic game series SimCity in 
the relatively narrow, but 
popular, genre - no mean feat. 
Cities: Skylines was developed 
by about 13 people in Tampere, 
Finland. Paradox has overseen the 
development and owns all rights.

Guru Games is a fantastic 
example of a company that has 
gone from education to incubator 
to limited company. The studio’s 
first game Magnetic: Cage Closed 
is initially released on Steam and 
shortly thereafter on Xbox One in 
co-operation with Microsoft. The 
Skövde developer is currently 
working on the horror game 
Medusa’s Labyrinth.

Virtual reality is becoming real. 
VR – or Virtual Reality – is a way 
to be visually enveloped in a 
gaming experience, often with the 
help of goggle-like accessories. 
One thing when speaking for VR 
today, unlike in previous decades 
when the term came up 
intermittently, is that several 
international and affluent 
companies are investing 
enormous amounts in the 
technology, for example Google, 
Samsung, Sony, Valve, HTC and 
Facebook. Tommy Palm, one of 
the key individuals behind 
Jadestone and subsequently 

Candy Crush Saga has formed 
Resolution Games, a new studio 
in Stockholm whole-heartedly 
focusing on games in VR. The new 
studio is already venture capital 
backed by Google Ventures and 
others to the tune of EUR 5.3 
million.

Another successful segment 
is specialized subcontracting. As 
the industry matures, the level of 
specializing increases and 
several Swedish companies have 
successfully established them-
selves as niche subcontractors to 
other game developers. The 
project management tool Hansoft 
is used by a number of large game 
developers, both in Sweden and 
internationally. The Uppsala firm 
also has clients outside the games 
industry and opened a sales office 
in Japan in 2014.  Simplygon from 
Linköping offers services that 
optimize graphic production. Fuffr 
develops a shell for mobile phones 
that allows a so-called off-screen 
multi touch-function for unique 
gaming experiences. Game 
Hosting contributes server 
capacity for game companies. 
Localize Directs localizes and 
translates games to several 
different languages and Goo 
Technologies develops a tool for 
interactive 3D rendering for web 
browsers. Sensavis has 
specialized in the very exciting 

education sector, with a service 
that offers classrooms in 3D.

As usual it will be exciting to see 
what all the new, promising game 
companies will contribute going 
forward. Some examples attracting 
attention that we will be covered in 
next year’s report, are Lionbite, the 
film director and games 
creator Josef Fares’ studio 
Hazelight, and the niche publisher 
Raw Fury Games, whose coming 
title Kingdom is increasingly 
referenced.

RETENTION
Free-to-play has become an 
established revenue model for 
both game companies and 
consumers. This is evidenced 
most prevalently in the MMO 
genre, where games that have 
previously invested a lot of 
money in finding new users, 
instead focus on retention. Several 
companies have similar strategies: 
keeping their users satisfied is 
more time-effective than finding 
new ones.  It also creates a bigger 
understanding between 
companies and customers, both 
in terms of business and content. 
Nonetheless one must not ignore 
the possibility of attracting new 
audiences. There are still many 
people who have never played a 
video game.

Warhammer: End Times - Vermintide, Fatshark
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Actual Revenues
There are two major types of companies in 
Swedish game development. One is 
publisher-owned, for example DICE (EA) and 
Massive (Ubisoft). Their games have big revenues 
at consumer level, but also operate in a value chain 
with several middlemen (retailers, wholesalers, 
distributors) and are moreover part of international 
groups with parent companies abroad. The games 
from these developers earn much larger sums than 
those appearing in the annual accounts that form the 
basis of this study. Conversely, Mojang, and King, 
report considerable shares of profits and revenues in 
the companies that handle the actual development. 
One of the biggest challenges in illustrating the 
enormous success of the Swedish game 
developers is showing the actual income from a 
company’s sales. In some cases, the majority of a 
company’s activities are included in the Swedish 
annual accounts. In this case Mojang is a good 
example.

It is, however, more difficult to tell what kind of 
revenues games such as Battlefield 4 or the 
coming The Division create just by looking at the 
game developer’s annual report, since income is 
apportioned among the operators in the supply 
chain, and is to some extent accounted for in the 
foreign parent company (in this case EA and 
Ubisoft). A rough calculation of the proceeds at the 
consumer stage for, say, Battlefield 3, who reported 
around 17 million sold copies in the latest accounts, 
means 17 million multiplied by (for simplicity’s sake) 
EUR 50 – which equals EUR 850 million and that is 
10 times the revenues of the EUR 84 million 
reported by the Swedish arm of the company.

Piracy
Digital services are sometimes considered having 
less risk of piracy and there are naturally benefits 
compared to physical distribution that is an easy 
target for unlawful distribution, through for example 
file sharing or pirate copies of discs. Digital services 
can also be subjected to various types of 
infringement and attempts at illegal use, although in 
most cases it is hacking or trademark infringement, 
not copyright infringement. Some examples are fake 
websites selling accounts for popular games, hacked 
user accounts, pirate servers for online games and 
pure hacking, where credit card details is the 
intended target. Paid apps for the mobile 
marketplaces are also affected, but here it entails 
more traditional file sharing via the established tor-
rent and bitlocker services. Many game 
developers have testified that the number of logins 
on their mobile servers is many times higher than 
the actual number of apps sold, confirming this 
picture. Thus, a digital service has benefits for the 
developers, but is no solution to the problem of 
unlawful use.
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Globally
According to PwC, the industry will recover from the 
slow growth that the extended life cycle of the last 
generation consoles has contributed to. Earnings will 
increase by a compound annual growth rate of close 
to 6 percent, reaching USD 93 billion in 2019. Other 
estimates, for example those of DFC Intelligence, 
foresee that the market will reach a value of USD 
100 billion in 2019.

The global downturn of physical sales has not 
negatively influenced total earnings. Among the 
western markets, Scandinavia, and not least
Sweden, has already an unusually high digital share 
– over 70 percent. The console market is still growing 
from a global point of view, thanks to smart technical 
solutions and digital subscription models. Digitally 
published AAA titles have so far not been able to 
compete price-wise with their physical editions.

Advertising is still a relatively small part of the global 
games industry, where few markets apart from the 
United States, Great Britain, Japan and China 
generate relevant income. Adverts, primarily in 
mobile games, are growing however, as more 
sophisticated advertising networks and local 
ecosystems are created.

THE WORLD’S BIGGEST MARKET
A huge, if expected, shift in the industry will take 
place when China overtakes the United States as the 
world’s biggest games market. According to Newzoo 
it will happen during 2015, a result of 446 million 
Chinese gamers and 740 million Chinese with an 
internet connection.

The games industry has long been a global market-
place, not least for countries like Sweden that have 
small domestic markets, but China and other parts 
of Asia have been harder to crack than for example 
North America and the rest of Europe. Well-known 
exceptions are King and Rovio, who have already 
had big success in Asia, and Goat Simulator which 
has sold very well in Japan.

We can count on more strategies directed at China 
from Swedish companies, at the same time as the 
Chinese market hopefully opens up towards western 
games. One sign is that console sales have been 
sanctioned by the Chinese government, after many 
years in limbo. On the other hand it is expected to 
have relatively little influence, according to the adage 
of “too little too late”. Unlike the Japanese market, the 
Chinese one is to a large extent comprised of 

PC games. This is something that can benefit the 
Swedish developers as PC has long been the core of 
Swedish development.

China is a difficult market but it is possible to discern 
a certain inclination of Chinese consumers 
choosing to play western games and AAA titles. 
A growing middle class with purchase power and 
a tendency to adopt western trends may result in a 
massive audience for that type of experience. Things 
are looking very different at the moment, with most of 
the revenues in China generated by domestic game 
productions.

Another opportunity with China as a growing industry 
super power lies in the biggest companies, for 
example Tencent, who tend to seek competence and 
investment opportunities globally. Last but not least: 
growing markets can only be something positive.

ESPORT
Staggeringly 8.5 million people watched League of 
Legends in 2013, the same number of viewers for a 
deciding game in the Stanley Cup ice hockey finals! 
Although esports can be compared to traditional 
sports in some ways, it is clear that it represents 
something unique. Esports can be regarded as a 
new way of sharing interactive experiences.

Esports is no longer a niche; in 2014 esports will 
have global revenues of USD 612 million according 
to a report by SuperData Research. The revenues 
are principally rooted in Korea and China, but North 
America and Europe are contributing the biggest 
growth. In 2014, USD 111 million went towards 
sponsorship of various events in North America 
alone. The types of brands that want to be visible in 
these circumstances are also becoming more 
varied.  The prize pot in the finals of Valve’s latest 
Dota 2 tournament surpassed USD 18 million.

Esports is very much a spectator sport which can be 
watched both via streaming and in physical arenas. 
Twitch is behind most of the traffic in the western 
world, but YouTube Gaming is a freshly launched 
competitor. The growth potential is enormous and 
includes everything from merchandise and prize pots 
to sponsors, advertisers and the spread of gaming 
culture. In 2015, Swedish media conglomerate MTG 
bought one of the world’s biggest esports 
organizations, ESL.  The audience profile is mostly 
male dominated, with 87 percent of the total 
audience male, but there are initiatives to attract 
more females as both as players and viewers.
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Easy access to capital and 
human resources are among the 
risk factors and threats to the 
future positive evolution of 
Swedish game developers. The 
biggest competitors are in 
countries like the United States, 
Canada, Great Britain and Finland. 
Many of these countries have 
generous subsidies, such as tax 
breaks, “soft” loans for start-ups 
and various cash subsidies, aimed 
at giving domestic companies an 
advantage against international 
competitors. In comparison, bids 
to make the Swedish gaming 
companies competitive are rather 
limited. This results in less foreign 
venture capital than for example 
Finland. Digital competition issues, 
like the different types of infringe-
ment (data, copyright and trade-
mark) and legal rights in the digital 
marketplaces must be improved 
upon. Access to capital is a fateful 
subject for new establishments in 
many sectors, and video games 
are no different. It is a well-known 
fact that access to capital in 
Sweden is limited, particularly for 
investments between EUR 500 

000 - 5 million. Access to 
skilled labor is 
another factor 
that can 

hamper the continued growth of 
Swedish game developers. Here, 
further focus on education and 
research is needed, but also 
shorter processing times for work 
permits. Long-term, the industry 
would like to see more 
investments in programming and 
arts in schools. Finally, the 
digital evolution is challenging 

many established structures, with 
the double VAT on apps in 2011 
still fresh in the memory. This type 
of bureaucratic “bugs” can appear 
unexpectedly, and must be fixed 
quickly. Dark clouds on the horizon 
at the time of writing are EU’s VAT 
directives for digital services, that 
came into force on January 1st, 
2015, and the debate regarding 
in-app purchases and the possible 
consequences found in the form of 
new regulations.

Clearly most of the 
threats are either of 
a political nature, or 

are easily remedied by 
political measures 

resulting in increased 

employment and bigger tax 
revenues. The companies are 
successful and the achievements 
can be bigger and longer lasting 
with positive political intervention.

Game development is an 
intellectual, artistic, technical and 
often business oriented 
occupation. One does not have to 
mine ore or invest in large 
machinery to grow the industry; it 
is about the interplay of creative 
abilities of individuals and the 
prerequisites for effective 
enterprise that can compete on a 
global arena. With relatively 
modest means, Sweden’s decision 
makers can be part of making 
Swedish game development the 
sensation of the century. So far 
game developers are already well 
on their way, and impressively 
without any sizeable outside 
contributions.

Threats

Crime Lords, Palringo
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The growth of the Swedish games export is driven 
by a growing demand from large parts of the world, 
not least because new target groups have come 
about where previously little demand existed. This 
development shows no signs of abating in the near 
future and the Swedish companies are faring well 
against global competition. This has the combined 
necessary conditions for continued growth.

Game development is sometimes called a future 
industry – a future hope for the Swedish economy. It 
is true, of course, but the numbers speak for 
themselves: Swedish game development was 
relevant for the Swedish economy yesterday, it is 
without doubt highly relevant today, and has truly 
unlimited possibilities tomorrow.

METHODOLOGY
This report is a summary of annual reports from the 
industry register of the Swedish Companies 
Registration Office, from companies with game 
development or specialized subcontracting as a 
major part of their operations. Not included are game 
companies focusing on poker, gambling or casino 
games. The method has several flaws: corporate 
forms other than limited companies fall outside the 
scope of the data, as do companies active in 
Sweden but registered in other countries. These 
results fall into a grey zone, and key figures such as 

turnover and employment are in reality slightly higher 
than those stated in this report. The strength of the 
method is that the data is audited and published by 
the authority.

Examples of developers that are not included in the 
report because of their corporate form, is 
Dennaton Games, the studio behind Hotline Miami; 
and Hörberg Productions which developed Gunman 
Clive. There is also a problem with non-game related 
parent companies, more precisely when a 
company’s game development operation is reported 
in the parent company, which means it cannot 
correctly be identified for the Game Developer Index. 
A problem shared by the majority of industry 
organizations.

In those instances where annual reports have been 
unavailable, last year’s figures for profit/loss, turnover 
and number of employees have been used. These 
companies are: eMoical Gaming Ventures, Fuffr, Goo 
Technologies, LaughLoud:Labs, Light & Dark Arts, 
LS Entertainment, Mojang, Movinto Fun, Semionetix, 
SimBin Studios, StarHive Studios and Warmbreeze 
Studios.

The annual reports are in SEK, but for
translation purposes the currency has
been converted into Euro. EUR 1 = SEK 9.46

Swedish Games Industry is a partnership 

between ANGI and Spelplan-ASGD. For 

more information in English, please visit 

www.swedishgamesindustry.com, and 
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Timeline - a selection

80’s

50’s-60’s

1993

90’s

1997

2000

2014

2011

1992

1983

70’s

1995

2000’s

2010’s

2015

2012

Commodore 64 makes 
way for the demo scene

The Swedish defense 
develops prototypes of what 
can be termed computer 
games

Unique Development 
Studios (UDS) is 
founded in Norrköping

The demo scene 
creates the first big 
companies. Halycon 
days for “multimedia”

Massive is founded in
Ronneby, then moves to 
Malmö

Paradox releases the 
first Europa Universalis

The industry breaks 
growth records for the 
fifth consecutive year

Minecraft is launched 
and becomes one of the 
most sold games ever

Digital Illusions (DICE) 
is founded in Växjö

Space Action is 
released, one of 
Sweden’s first 
commercial games

Atari entered the living 
rooms. The game 
Stugan began 
development

Aniware releases 
Backpacker, the biggest 
game series of the 
multimedia era

AAA development lays 
the groundwork to the 
modern gaing boom. 
Indie development 
booms as well

Mobile games become a big 
part of the industry. 
Companies like King and 
Starbreeze are listed

Swedish game developers 
dominate the industry trade 
fairs (E3, Gamescom)

King’s Candy Crush Saga 
is one of the most played 
games in the world

!
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Glossary

AAA: Popular term for lavish games with a big budget and high staff 
turnover. Normally released by the biggest publishers in the business, 
primarily via physical distribution.

Alpha: Signifies the phase in software development in which the 
product is ready for software testing.

Beta: Follows the alpha phase. This is normally the phase available for 
software testing for other than those developing the software. These 
external users are called beta testers.

Casual games: Games of the simpler kind. Often with a minimal 
storyline, shorter learning curves and designed to be played for a 
shorter length of time.

Cloud gaming: This is also known as gaming on-demand, a type of 
online games allowing streaming of a game onto the servers of an 
operator or a gaming company. This allows you to play a game without 
requiring a console or high performance computer, since all processing 
is carried out elsewhere.

CPM: Cost-per-mille or cost of a thousand advertisement impressions.

Crowdfunding: Financing of a project through crowdsourcing. In recent 
years this has been expressed through various web platforms that 
collect their financial support for various projects from interested private 
individuals or companies.

Streaming: Direct playback of digital material simultaneously 
transmitted via the internet.

Crowdsourcing: Outsourcing to an undefined group of people, rather 
than paid employees.

DAU: Daily Active Users; the number of unique users per day.

Digital distribution: Sales of digital software through digital channels.

DLC: Downloadable content; downloadable add-ons for computer 
games, often on a smaller scale than classic “expansions”.

eCPM: Effective cost-per-mille; effective cost per thousand ad 
impressions.

Freemium: Collective term for a business model where the a product 
or service is offered for free, but where the player has the possibility to 
unlock advanced functions and virtual objects or bypass waiting times, 
by means of micro transactions.

Free-to-play/free2play: Games that offer the user to play the game 
for free in its basic version, but where the income is instead generated 
through for example adverts, or the option to unlock the full version for a 
fee.

Gaming: To play computer games. A term normally used in gaming 
culture to show your interest. A person is called a gamer.

In-app purchase: A purchase made in an app or game, rather than 
externally or through a linked payment system. The goods purchased 
usually consist of new runs, equipment, experience points or 
subscription services.

Indie: from “independent”. A prefix characterizing games from 
independent developers, usually of the smaller kind, with few involved in 
the development process. Lately, indie represents the stream of 
developers that have reached a wider audience thanks to digital 
distribution, which has made them financially viable.

IP: Intellectual Property, a company’s immaterial rights. 

MARPPU: Monthly Average Revenue per Paying User.

MARPU: Monthly Average Revenue per User.

MAU: Monthly Active Users; the number of unique users over 30 days.

Middleware: Software used to develop games. Middleware acts as 
“glue” between two existing software components.

Micro payments: A transaction involving smaller sums, carried out 
online. There are different definitions of the amount of money they can 
consist of, but in the gaming business the term is used to describe 
payment of for example DLC and in-app purchases.

Off-shoring: Outsourcing internationally.

On-shoring: Outsourcing within the country’s borders.

Outsourcing: To hire external personnel and specific competence from 
other companies. Production tasks for other companies.

Retail: Games sold in a retail store.

Serious games: Games with a principal purpose other than 
entertainment. It can refer to simulators, exercise games, learning 
games, rehabilitation games or commercial games, so called 
advergames.

Smartphone: Collective term for cellphones with a large computing 
capacity, with graphical screens and an internet connection. Popular 
operating systems are Android and iOS.

Social games: Collective term for social network games, for example 
Mobage and Facebook.

Virtual goods/items: Term referring to virtual objects, such as those 
existing in computer games in the form of puzzle pieces, weapons or 
other items.

VR/Virtual Reality: A way of being visually enclosed in a gaming 
experience, often with the help of a goggle-like accessory.
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